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A global, multi-level, wave-mean flow model based on an

approximate version of the primitive equations is developed to

investigate the development of a baroclinic wave field initially

confined to a single zonal wavenumber. The effects of physical

processes (surface drag and thermal damping) and internal diffusion

on the evolution have been examined. The nature of the mean flow

adjustment by the nonlinear baroclinic waves is also studied.

For a simulation with a relatively strong internal diffusion it is

found that a single life cycle characterized by baroclinic growth and

barotropic decay is obtained (as in Simmons and Hoskins, 1978),

whereas with weaker diffusion the wave undergoes secondary life

cycles before a nearly wave-free state is reached (as in Barnes and

Young, 1991). In an experiment with weak 4.th order diffusion

secondary life cycles occur with little net decay. Relatively strong
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barotropic growth follows the initial life cycle.

In experiments with surface drag (Rayleigh friction) and thermal

damping (Newtonian cooling), repeated life cycles of baroclinic

growth and barotropic decay can be obtained. It is found that in the

complete absence of surface drag, the flow evolves to a nearly

wave-free state after one secondary cycle. This demonstrates that

surface drag plays an important role in nonlinear baroclinic

instability. With relatively strong surface drag multiple life cycle

behavior is found for sufficiently strong thermal damping. Such a

behavior strengthens for very strong thermal damping. A steady

wave state in which the wave amplitude equilibrates at an

essentially constant level has only been obtained with very strong

"potential vorticity damping".

Both the "barotropic governor" process (James and Gray, 1986)

and the baroclinic adjusment process are responsible for major

parts of the stabilization of the mean flow in simulations with and

without surface drag and thermal damping. However, the "barotropic

governor" process dominates the flow evolution in the model

simulations without surface drag and thermal damping. The

"barotropic governor" modifies the meridional gradient of zonal

mean potential vorticity, which influences the baroclinic

adjustment.
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Numerical Simulations of Nonlinear Baroclinic Instability

with a Spherical Wave-Mean Flow Model

1. Introduction

Following the pioneering work of Charney (1947) and Eady (1949)

there have been many studies of linear baroclinic instability. Two

major approximations to the earth's atmosphere have often been

utilized in these studies: first, the quasi-geostrophic approximation

on an f- or 13- plane; and second, assuming a basic state zonal flow

independent of latitude. Despite extensions to the primitive

equations with spherical geometry and high vertical resolution

(Simmons and Hoskins, 1976), and the use of fairly realistic,

latitudinally-varying basic state flows, numerical investigations

have shown that the results of linear theory differ significantly

from observed statistics of the general circulation. Linear solutions

generally exhibit relatively large amplitude near the surface and fail

to represent the real patterns of eddy fluxes (Green, 1970; Simmons

and Hoskins, 1977). In particular, linear waves have momentum

fluxes that are far smaller than observed.

Pedlosky (1970, 1971) performed analytical studies of weakly

nonlinear baroclinic instability, using a quasi-geostrophic two-layer

model, and showed that the baroclinic waves exhibited a symmetric

life cycle of baroclinic growth and baroclinic decay. In these

studies, the initial basic state zonal mean flow was not
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meridionally sheared. Therefore, for a model to represent the

observed barotropic decay (entailing strong momentum fluxes), it is

necessary that the basic state vary in both the meridional and

vertical directions.

Recent investigations have employed numerical simulation to

examine the nonlinear dynamics of baroclinic instability, in

idealized dynamical situations (e.g. Simmons and Hoskins, 1978;

Branscome et al., 1989). These studies showed that the nonlinear

evolution was characterized by a lifecycle of baroclinic growth

followed by a highly barotropic wave decay process. However, most

of these studies have limited the evolution to a short time (the first

lifecycle), and have not incorporated physical processes (surface

drag, radiative/convective forcing, etc.) in the simulations. James

and Gray (1986) showed that surface drag can play an important role

in nonlinear baroclinic instability. Recent numerical simulations

(Branscome et al., 1989; Gutowski et al. 1989) incorporating surface

fluxes of heat and momentum showed that these processes have a

strong influence on the nonlinear evolution, and especially on the

modifications to the basic state.

A multi-level, global, primitive equation model (Barnes and

Young, 1991) has recently been employed to examine the influence of

simplied surface drag and thermal damping on the evolution of

nonlinear baroclinic waves. Multiple life cycles of baroclinic growth

and barotropic decay are obtained in the presence of the surface drag

and thermal damping. It is found that the "barotropic governor"

identified by James and Gray (1986) is responsible for a major part
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of the stabilization of the mean flow. The model reveals the

presence of significant barotropic growth in the multiple life cycle

evolution.

Observational studies of the Southern Hemisphere summer

circulation (Randel and Stanford, 1985; Randel, 1989) have shown

large-amplitude medium-scale (zonal wavenumbers 4-7) waves that

result from baroclinic instability and exhibit well-defined life

cycles of baroclinic growth, maturity, and barotropic decay. It

seems clear that the nonlinear numerical simulations are very

relevant to the atmosphere, especially in the Southern Hemisphere

where stationary eddies are less prominent than in the Northern

Hemisphere.

The modification of the basic state of the atmosphere in middle

latitudes by baroclinic waves is a process of great importance in

relation to the general circulation and climate. Stone (1978)

proposed that mean flow adjustment might leave the flow close to

the neutral stability condition for a 2-layer model. That is, the

vertical shear would be reduced to the critical value in the 2-layer

model. Lindzen et al. (1980) and Lindzen and Farrell (1980) found

that the adjusted neutral state in a continuous model would have

zero baroclinicity at the surface and a vanishing potential vorticity

gradient throughout an adjusted layer. Gutowski et al. (1989)

investigated the effect of surface fluxes of heat and momentum on

the mean flow adjustment, and showed that the baroclinic waves

modify the vertical profiles of mean flow shear, static stability,

and the potential vorticity gradient in a way bearing at least some
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similarity to that predicted by Lindzen and Farrell.

In this study we investigate some aspects of the nonlinear

behavior of baroclinic waves using a model based upon an

approximate version of the primitive equations that represents the

interaction of a single zonal harmonic with a zonal-mean flow. The

principle objectives of this study may be summarized as follows:

(1) to examine the evolution of wave activity beyond the initial

life cycle in the absence of physical processes (surface drag

and thermal damping) and examine the effects of internal

d 1ff u s 10 n;

(2) to investigate the influence of surface drag and thermal

damping on the nonlinear evolution of baroclinic waves.

Rayleigh friction has been used to represent surface drag and

Newtonian cooling has been applied to both the mean flow

(diabatic restoration of the initial mean flow baroclinity) and

the wave (thermal damping);

(3) to examine the mean flow adjustment by nonlinear baroclinic

waves, including both the process of the "barotropic governor"

and the process of baroclinic adjustment.
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The wave-mean flow model is based on the primitive equations in

spherical coordinates, with a log-pressure vertical coordinate

(Holton, 1976). Several approximations are made to simplify the

equations: (1) neglect vertical advection in both mean and wave

equations; (2) neglect advection by the mean meridional motion. We

know from scaling arguments (see Holton,1975) that these

assumptions produce relatively small errors in extratropical

regions. All dependent variables are split into zonal mean parts

(denoted by brackets) and wave components (denoted by primes).

Then the equations for zonal mean and wave components are as

follows:

Li - [u][vltan8 + f[vI ([u'v'J)
2[u'v'I

+ tan9 aR[uI + D([u]) (2.1)
at a a

2
a[vJ {u]

tan8 f[u] [] aR[v} + D([vJ) (2.2)
a

2
N([1Z

RTE 1
([''1e) + D([1) (2.3)+N[w] a

H ) cos8at

1
([le) + Po[W])z = 0 (2.4)

cose Po



and

+ {u1_)u '/
([uJcose) + fv' - + D(u') (2.5)

a, 2[u]u'
- + [ull Iv + tan8 = - - fu' - aV' + D(v') (2.6)

X) a

(± + [u1--)' = V'[zy w'N2 Nz + D(') (2.7)
at

1
(v'cos8) + (PoW')z = 0 (2.8)

case Pa

The symbols in (2.1)-(2.8) have the following definitions:

e latitude

y northward distance

z a measure of "height" (= -H ln(p/p5))

H scale height (= RT5/g)

R gas constant for dry air

T5 a constant surface mean temperature

g gravitational acceleration

p pressure

PS a constant reference pressure

[u} zonal mean eastward velocity

[v] zonal mean northward velocity

[w zonal mean vertical velocity (= dz/dt)

[J zonal mean geopotential

a deviation from the zonal mean eastward velocity

v' a deviation from the zonal mean northward velocity
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w' a deviation from zonal mean vertical velocity

a deviation from zonal mean geopotential

p0 a basic density (= pexp(-z/H))

P the density at surface

N2 the buoyancy frequency squared

f the Coriolis parameter

a radius of earth

dx eastward distance increment

dy northward distance increment

dz vertical "height" increment

TE the deviation of the radiative equilibrium

temperature from its global average

aN the rate coefficient for Newtonian cooling

the rate coefficient for Rayleigh friction

Do subgrid scale diffusion

Eliminating [WI and w' from the thermodynamic energy equations

for the wave and mean flow via the corresponding continuity

equations, and letting

z
u' = Re{ u(y, z, t)exp(

2H) }
(2.9)

zv'= Re{ v(y, z, t)exp(
2H)}

(2.10)imx + -

z
(y, z, t)exP(

2HJ}
(2.11)tmx + -



and

[ui = U(y, z, t)exp() (2.12)

[vi = V(y, z, t)exp(J (2.13)

[I = i(y, z, t)exp(.J (2.14)

where m s/(acos8) is the zonal wavenumber, we obtain the

transformed equations for the wave and mean flow fields:

UV z/2H
tanO + Fm cLU + D(U) (2.15)=fV+ e

a

= fU e2H tanO URV + D(V) (2.16)
a

1 i(a 1

+

1
(VcosO)

I 1 1 1 1

cose )t cos9 y

(a ii(a 1+c(NI+(
)VVE} +D{ j)v} (2.17)\az 2

+ tane Iwhere, Fm et2H (-_( [u'v'i )
2[u'v'i

a )
F1 e_z/2H ( {v'4'Jcos9)

(a 1 RTE

az 2H
JWE E e_2H



t]

and,

im[u]u
V ([ukosB) =- im+ fv aRU + D(u) (2.18)

at cosO

av . 2[uIJu- + im[ujv + tan9 = fu aV + D(v) (2.19)
at a

2H
= imu + (vcos8)

aI(a 1 1 ( 1

J}
1 (a

at + cos8

1 . (a i i I(a 1 Th (a i i+(aN+im[uI)l+l+D I---ll+N (2.20)
N2 az 2H) J

L
az 2H)N2az 21-Li

J

2.2. Boundary and Initial Conditions

The model domain has its lower boundary at the surface and its

upper boundary at z = z1 = 30 km. It is bounded laterally by the

equator and the pole.

2.2.1 The lower boundary

Letting w be the true vertical velocity and w be the vertical

velocity in log-pressure coordinates, we have

{w*I=[w] RT0 1 1

t

1 ([v''1 cos8 )
}

(2.21)
gH g cose

w*=wI +.. +
RT0 1 1 a [u1---\' + v'[4]y } (2.22)
gH g ax)
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Here T0 is a basic temperature (=T0(z)). At the lower boundary (the

surface) the true vertical velocity is required to vanish, so we have:

H 1 1 ([v'] cosO) } (2.23)
RT0 1.. case

H
+ {u1--\' +

V'{]y }
(2.24)WI=0

RT0 1 at ax)

After substituting the above into the thermodynamic energy

equations for mean and wave flows, we obtain (at z = 0):

:tt:
HN2

RToJ
RTE 1 ([v''] cose)
H ) case

HN2 1
+ ([v'4'] cos9) + D([J) (225)

RT0 cose

ía
aJ[

HN2

at ax 4Z
RT0 J

V[4]zy aNqz

HN2
+ v'{]y + D(4') (2.26)

RT0

2.2.2 The upper and lateral boundaries

It is assumed that the wave perturbation and the mean meridional

velocity vanish at the equator and the pole, and that the mean

geopotential remains constant (at the radiative equilibrium
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geopotential) at the upper boundary. The complete set of upper and

lateral boundary conditions is, therefore,

4'=O, [I=vE,

= 0, = 0,
ay

2.2.3 Initial conditions

atz=3Okm (2.27)

at 8 = 0, - (2.28)
2

The initial zonal-mean state (also the thermal equilibrium state

with Newtonian cooling) in the model is identical to the 45 degree

jet examined by Simmons and Hoskins (1977), having a zonal-mean

wind of the form

[U] = F(z)G(8) (2.29

The form of G(8) is chosen as G(8) = sin3(ir.L2), where j.t = cos9. The

vertical function F(z) is obtained from the January-mean flow at

30°N given by Oort and Rasmusson (1971). Figure 1 illustrates the

wind field for the 45 degree jet.

The global average temperature structure is taken to be that of

the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (1976). The mean temperature field is

determined by analytical solution of the gradient wind balance:

f{uI+ tan8=--- (2.30)
a

The full temperature field is shown in Figure 1.
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All the experiments start with this 45 degree jet perturbed by a

small amplitude disturbance of normal mode form. The integrations

have been performed for wavenumber 6 perturbations. JRandel and

Stanford (1985) showed that most of the energy and most of the

baroclinic growth are in wave 6 alone.

BASIC STATE

24- I I I I I

20

I

--------

28o,...

-29O'--_.,

0-
I I I'' I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

LAIITUDE(deg)

Fig.1. Meridional cross section of initial zonal winds (solid lines
in m/s) and temperatures (dashed lines in K) for the symmetric
45 degree jet.
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2.3 Energetics

Energy equations, formulated in terms of zonal-mean and eddy

kinetic and available potential energy are readily obtained for this

model. Multiplying (2.1)-(2.3) by p0[u], p0[v], and p0[J/N2,

respectively, and (2.5)-(2.7) by p0u', p0v', and p04Y/N2, we can get,

with the aid of (2.4) and (2.8), the following energy relations:

= C(AZ, KZ) C(KZ, KE)
$

2(p0[][wJ) T cosO d8

2aRKZ + DIFF(KZ) (2.31)

AZ
C(AZ, KZ) C(AZ, AE) + [0] + DIFF(AZ) (2.32)

It

= C(KZ, KE) + C(AE, KE)
$

2(p0[w']) T cosB d
at

2aRKE + DIFF(KE) (2.33)

= C(AE, KE) + C(AZ, AE) + Q' + DIFF(AE) (2.34)
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The notation for various energy parameters in (2.31)-(2.34) is as

follows;

KZ
55

1p0([u]2 + {v]2) case dO dz

55
1 lI4]z2

Po(_) case dO dz

KE
55

j-po([u2I + [v'21) case dO dz

2

AE
551 1('Po[)] case dO dz

C(AZ, KZ)
5

Jpo[WTh}z case dO dz

C(AE, KE) 5$Po{w''zJ cose dO dz

+ [ul[u'v'Il tane}059
dO dzC(KZ, KE) 55{ [u'v'].LJ

a

C(AZ, AE) J524v''zI case dO dz
N2

2 R
[QI 55aN[]z .j[TE][JZ)cose dO dz

55NWZIl cose dO dz
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DIFF(KZ), DIFF(AZ), DIFF(KE) and DIFF(AE) are the diffusion terms,

which take the following forms:

DIFF(KZ) [u]D([uI) + [v]D([vD) cose dO dz

DIFF(AZ) D([1) cosO dO dz

DIFF(KE) 55Po( [u'D(u')J + [v'D(v')]) cosO dO dz

DIFF(AE) [4D(4')1 cosO dO dz

Eqs. (4.1)-(4.4) express the well-known Lorenz cycle of energy

conversitions in which the energy is partitioned between four types:

(I) the zonal mean kinetic energy KZ; (ii) the eddy kinetic energy KE;

(iii) the zonal mean avaiable potential energy AZ; and (iv) the eddy

available potential energy AE. All dynamical processes may then be

interpreted in terms of the generation and conversion of these four

types of energy. In the absence of diabatic heating, boundary fluxes,

friction, and diffusion the total energy (KZ + AZ + KE + AE) is

conserved.

2.4 Numerical Details

2.4.1 Finite-difference scheme

The model employs a staggered grid in the meridional plane with

a grid spacing of 2.5° in latitude and 1.5 km in height. The fields Ujk,



Vjk Wjk are carried at the x points while the fields UJk VIk, jk
are

carried at the o points:

yl = (37 j)Ly,

yj (37 j)iy

Zk = (k 2),

2.4.2 Method of time integration

j=1,2, , 37 (at o points ),

j = 0, 1, ", 37 (at x points),

1, 2, ", 22.

The method of time integration that we employ is a modification

of the semi-implicit scheme described by Kwizak and Robert (1971).

In this method the Coriolis and pressure gradient terms are

represented in the difference equations by using three point time

averages of the fields. Letting n be the time index (t = flLt) and using

a caret to designate the time-averaged field, we get the time

average of the field by the relationship

2 = (x1 +x1)+(1y)x
n+1 n ni

=J.LiX 2X +11.3( (2.35)

So the predicted value of the field is determined from

n+l =M.1XI.L2XL3X) (2.36)
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The time derivative is approximated by

1(-j (2.37)

In order to help control the problem of decoupling between odd

and even time steps which occurs due to the leapfrog treatment of

the advection terms, a forward time step is used once every 24

steps. When performing the forward time integration, we have

=Yxn+1 +(1y)xi n+l 2X (2.38)

Holton (1976) set Y = 1/2, but in the present model that choice

led to computational instability. This could be eliminated by using a

larger value for Y. In our model we choose / = 2.

Thus, for the leapfrog scheme:

i1=1, j.t3=1,

= 1/2, 2 1/2, 63= 1,

31



1EI

and for the forward scheme:

= 2,

= 1/2,

iii = 1/2,

62=1/2, 63=0,

The dependent variables in the Rayleigh friction, Newtonian

cooling and small-scale eddy diffusion terms are replaced by their

values at t = (n-1)Lt to avoid computational instability.

2.5 Diffusion

Subgrid scale diffusion is neccessary in order that nonlinear

interactions do not destroy the computation by accumulating energy

in the smallest resolved scales. However, we must prevent this

smoothing from damping the large scale motions. In this study we

have adopted two forms of diffusion. We apply the diffusion in the

momentum and thermodynamic energy equations for both the mean

flow and the wave flow.

2.5.1 2nd order diffusion

In the governing equations the second order diffusion terms are

of the form,



D() = D2(x) =
y2

In finite difference form we write

VD2()=
Ly2

19

(2.39)

(2.40)

In order that this finite difference form does not change the

meridional average of any field the formula must be modified at

points adjacent to the boundaries. Thus, for the fields carried at the

0 points

D2()f2= X3) (2.41)

D2() j= jomi 2 X jomi + jom2) (2.42)
Jy

The modified form for fields at the x points is,

D2(x)IJ
V (-Xi X2) (2.43)

D2() I = jxmi (- X jxmi + X jxm2) (2.44)
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2.5.2 4th
order diffusion

The fourth order diffusion is,

a4D()= D4()=v -i
ay4

=-4(xj_2-4x1+6xJ-4xJ+1+xj+2) (2.45)

The diffusion forms at the points adjacent to the boundaries for

the lateral boundary conditions (X = 0 at pole and equator) are,

D4()l12=- V(33)
(2.46)

VD4() j=3= (-4x2+6x3-4x4+x5) (2.47)

However, for the case of the lateral condition &x/ay=0 at the pole

and equator,

D4(x)IJ1= (2X1-3X2X3) (2.48)

VD4() j=2 (-3Xi 6X24X3X4) (2.49)

with analogous expressions for j = jomi, j = jomi -1 or j = jxml, j =
jxml-1.

It has been found that the nonlinear evolution is rather sensitive
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to the diffusion. In the cases with drag and damping we have run the

model with v = 3.5x105 m2/s (2fld order). For this diffusion

coefficient the damping time scale for a length scale of 1000 km is

33 days; for a 250 km scale the damping time is about 2 days. Also,

we have integrated with 4th order diffusion (5.0x1016 m4Is). This

diffusion acts much more weakly on the large scale waves (a time

scale of about 230 days for 1000 km waves), while still acting very

strongly at very short scales (a time scale of less than 1 day at a

250 km scale).

2.6 Physical Processes

2.6.1 Surface drag

The surface drag is introduced in the simplest manner as a

Rayleigh friction. It is applied only to the lowest three model levels

(it is zero above 3 1cm). Valdes and Hoskins (1988) showed that such

a Rayleigh friction layer was equivalent to a no-slip Ekman layer

when

1/2

c HR
(yE fJ

, (2.50)

where yE is an eddy viscosity coefficient in the Ekman layer, and HR

is the depth of the Rayleigh friction layer. We have run the model
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using different rate coefficients defined as follows:

(1). cxR=1.Ooday atz=Okm,
= 0.33 day'1 at z = 1.5 km,

aR = 1.67 day1 at z = 1.5 km (sub-level).

(2). a = 0.30 day1 at z = 0 km,

c= 0.10 day1 atz= 1.5 km,

0.90 day1 at z = - 1.5 km (sub-level).

(3). cx = 0.10 day1 atz = 0 km,

c(R = 0.03 day1 at z = 1 .5 km,

IXR = 0.30 day1 at z = - 1.5 km (sub-level).

Rayleigh friction surface drag with these coefficients should

have a similar effect to an Ekman layer with eddy viscosity

coefficients of about 3, 0.3 and 0.03 m2/s, respectively.

2.6.2 Thermal damping

The thermal damping has been represented with a Newtonian

cooling term in both the wave and zonal mean thermodynamic

equations. The rate coefficient for Newtonian cooling a is taken to

be constant (height-independent). Experiments with varying values

of thermal damping coefficients have been performed to exmine the

effects of thermal damping on the nonlinear evolution
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2.6.3 Potential vorticity damping

In the zonal mean thermodynamic energy equation we have the

thermal forcing term,

cXN([TJ TE)

where TE is the 'radiative equihbrium temperature'.

If the Rayleigh friction terms in the zonal mean momentum

equations are modified to,

aR([ul uE)

cLR([vI yE) = cxR[vI

and aN = aR, we have "potential vorticity damping". Several

experiments have been performed using this combined

thermal/mechanical forcing/dissipation.
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3. Dependence on Drag and Damping

1.IJ1Tiii.1IT]

The variation with time of the eddy energy with no surface drag

and thermal damping is shown in Figure 2a and Figure 3a for two

different values of the diffusion coefficient (with the second order

diffusion). With a strong diffusion (v = 5.0x105 m2/s) the wave

undergoes only one lifecycle of baroclinic growth followed by

barotropic decay (as in Simmons and Hoskins, 1978). But secondary

activity occurs with weaker diffusion (v = 3.5x105 m2/s). It can be

seen that the maximum in total eddy energy is achieved at about day

5 in both cases.

The various energy conversions are shown in Figure 2b and Figure

3b. Up to day 5 baroclinic processes dominate, with conversions

from zonal to eddy available potential energy and from the latter to

eddy kinetic energy. As these conversions decrease in magnitude the

barotropic conversion from eddy to zonal kinetic energy becomes

dominant. The peak in baroclinic growth precedes the total eddy

energy peak by one day, whereas the largest barotropic decay occurs

approximately one day after the eddy energy maximum. This behavior

is comparable to that seen in observations during Southern

Hemisphere summer (Randel, 1985). There is some barotropic growth

with the weak diffusion (Figure 3b); this has also been found in the

observations.

Figure 4a shows the evolution of the wave energy for a
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simulation performed with the fourth-order diffusion. This highly

scale selective diffusion prevents smoothing from damping the

largest scale motions, and acts strongly for the shortest scale. It is

seen that with this weak diffusion stronger secondary life cycles

are obtained, with only a very gradual net decay of eddy energy.

Following the initial life cycle relatively strong barotropic growth

takes place. Another basic aspect of the simulation is that the

barotropic decay is relatively strong (Figure 4b) in comparison to

the experiments with the second order diffusion.

It was shown by Feldstein and Held (1989) that nonlinear

baroclinic instability could be simulated by single-wave models, if

wave overreflection processes did not play a key role in the flow

evolution. This is the case in the simulation with strong diffusion,

where barotropic growth does not occur. On the other hand, with

weaker diffusion, strong barotropic growth following the initial life

cycle is associated with wave overreflection. This probably explains

why the evolution here with weak diffusion is somewhat different

than that found by Barnes and Young (1991).

3.2 Effects of Surface Drag

As the surface drag is varied, the flow undergoes large changes.

In order to examine the effects of surface drag, we performed

several simulations with varying drag time constants (1.0, 3.3, 10.0

days) and a constant thermal damping time scale (15 days), all with

the weak 2nd order diffusion (v = 3.5x105 m2Is).



The simulation with a drag time scale of about 3.3 days (Figures

6a, b) is similar to that with the strongest surface drag (time scale

of 1 day, Figures 5a, b), with a difference being that the average

period of the secondary lifecycles is shorter (about 8 days).

It can be seen that in the simulation with weak surface drag (10

day time constant, Figure 7a) the several secondary cycles which

follow the relatively large initial one are weak and of very short

period (7 days), but still exhibit baroclinic growth and barotropic

decay. There is some barotropic growth (Figure 7b).

The eddy energies from a simulation including the thermal

damping (time constant of 15 days) but without any surface drag are

shown in Figure 8a. It can be seen that the evolution has

considerable similarity to that in the absence of surface drag and

thermal damping (see Fig. 3a). In particular, the wave undergoes

secondary life cycles before a nearly wave-free state is reached,

and there is an interval following the initial life cycle in which

strong barotropic growth takes place (Figure 8b). The no-drag

simulation confirms that surface drag plays a very important role in

the nonlinear evolution.

Figure 9 shows the variation of surface wind at 50 degrees

latitude for the experiments with different drag coefficients. It can

be seen that the surface winds increase strongly with decreasing

surface drag, with a surface wind of about 23 m/s for the no-drag

case. The results of the surface drag experiments can be summarized

by saying that as the drag is reduced the surface flow increases and

the wave activity decreases (ie, the kinetic energy and other
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measures of eddy activity decline). This is very much as found by

James and Gray (1986).

3.3 Effects of Thermal DampinQ

Several experiments were performed with strong surface drag (a

time scale of 1.0 day, see 2.6.1). They serve to show the influence of

thermal damping upon the nonlinear instability process.
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The model was run with thermal damping time scales of 35, 15,

10, and 4 days. It can be seen from Figures 5a, lOa-12a that

multiple well-defined lifecycles occur in all four cases. These

cycles are marked by strong baroclinic growth and barotropic decay.

With a damping time scale of 4 days the eddy activity is very

strong (Figure 12a). The secondary lifecycles are quite regular,

having an average period of about 10 days. It can be noted that the

initial cycle peak energy is only about half of the maximum energy in

the experiments without drag and damping, but the energies of the

secondary lifecycles are comparable to that in the no drag and

damping experiment. There is significant barotropic growth after

the initial lifecycle (Figure 12b). The mean value of the secondary

lifecycle energies is high in this case.

The maximum total eddy energies in the experiments with

damping time scales of 35, 15 and 10 days are smaller than in the no

damping and drag experiment. The lifecycles gradually decrease in

amplitude after day 50 in the experiment with a damping time scale

of 15 days.

It can be seen that the maximum wave energies/average lifecycle

period in the weakest damping case (time scale of 35 days) are

significantly lower/longer than the values for the other cases. After

day 50 the wave undergoes only very weak lifecycles (the flow is

almost wave-free). Thus, sufficiently strong thermal damping is

required for on-going strong wave activity; with weaker damping the

eddy activity eventually decays to low levels.
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In order to examine the nonlinear evolution with "potential

vorticity damping", we have performed experiments with three

different such dampings (10, 4, 2.9 days), all with constant

coefficients at all levels.

For the strongest damping case (2.9 days, Figure 13a), the

disturbance evolves to a steady wave state, ie, after the eddy

energy reaches a maximum (relatively small), it evolves towards a

nearly constant value. The barotropic decay is small, and baroclinic

growth and dissipation are roughly in balance.

The simulation with the weakest damping (10 days, Figure 14a)

exhibits continuing life cycle activity. Lifecycles which are similar

to those in the previous experiments are also obtained with a

potential vorticity damping time scale of 4 days (Figure 15a). We

note that the maximum energy level is very low (about 1.6x105J/m2)

in this case and the average cycle period (17 days) is much longer

than that of other cases.

The nonlinear evolution here is similar to those in relatively

simple models typically quasi-geostrophic, 3-plane, two-layer

models (e.g., Pedlosky, 1970; Feldstein and Held, 1989). Pedlosky

(1970) showed that if sufficient dissipation was present, the final

wave amplitude state was steady. On the other hand, in the absence

of dissipation the equilibrated finite-amplitude state exhibited an

oscillation. By relaxing the flow towards its "radiative equilibrium"

with potential vorticity damping of equal strength in the two layers,
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Feldstein and Held (1989) obtained a steady wave behavior for

sufficiently strong damping. With weaker damping, multiple life

cycle behavior was found.

3.5 Elipssen-Palm (EP) Flux

Eliassen-Palm cross sections are meridional cross sections

showing the EP flux F by arrows and its divergence by contours. The

EP flux vector F in spherical coordinates is defined by

where

F = {Fe, F}, (3.1)

Fe = - p0acos8{u'v'] (3.2)

F = p0acosO(f/N2)[v''}. (3.3)

The EP flux divergence is

DFE 1 VF= 1 ( 1 (F9cosO)

p0acose p0acose case ay az

The divergence of F is proportional to the northward flux of

potential vorticity and is a direct measure of the total forcing of

the zonal mean state by the eddies (e.g., Edmon et al., 1980). The

direction of F indicates the relative importance of the eddy fluxes

of heat and momentum, and is a measure of net wave propagation

from one height and latitude to another.
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Figures 16a-f show Eliassen-PaIm cross-sections for the

experiment without surface drag and thermal damping. The life

cycles exhibit the basic characteristics found by Barnes and Young

(1991). It can be seen that during the first several days the

maximum heat flux is at low levels, and in midlatitudes the wave

propagates mainly vertically. At day 5 there is strong EP flux

convergence in the upper troposphere. After day 5 there is

eqatorward propagation of EP flux that is associated with poleward

momentum flux. This equatorward propagation coincides with

barotropic decay. In the midlatitudes the low level baroclinic

activity (meridional heat transport) greatly weakens by day 6,

whereas it strengthens poleward and equatorward of the original

region of strong growth. Along with this, in midlatitudes EP flux

convergence is replaced by a region of flux divergence. When the

wave starts barotropic growth, it is seen that the fluxes are

downward in midlatitudes at low levels (equatorward heat fluxes),

and the upper level EP fluxes are directed poleward around day 8

(when the barotropic growth is strong). Four days later as the wave

is in its secondary life cycle, the pattern of flux convergence is

again similar to that in the initial growth phase. By day 14 this

pattern has reversed again. But it can be seen that the location of

baroclinic activity near the surface has shifted into the subtropics.

The variation of EP flux with strong surface drag and thermal

damping (drag and damping time scales of 1 and 4 days) is shown in

Figures 17a-f. It is seen that the basic characteristics are similar

to that without surface drag and thermal damping. In particular, the



pattern of EP flux divergence reverses periodically (every life cycle)

in midlatitudes. At days of barotropic growth the upper level EP

fluxes are directed poleward and downward throughout lower

midlatitudes. The poleward EP fluxes are probably associated with

processes of wave breaking and overreflection occuring on the

equatorward flanks of the mean flow jet, as was found by Barnes and

Young (1991).
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4. Mean Flow Adjustment

As the surface drag is varied, the flow undergoes large changes.

These can be summarized by saying that as the drag is reduced, the

surface mean flow increases and the wave activity decreases. It is

certainly the case that strong drag reduces the growth rate of

unstable baroclinic modes. However, weak drag suppresses

baroclinic instability even more effectively by altering the

development of the zonal mean flow. This is the "barotropic

governor" process identified by James and Gray (1986).

Figures 18a-f illustrate the variation of zonal mean wind with

time in the absence of surface drag and thermal damping. It can be

seen that before the time of maximum disturbance energy (day 5) the

upper level change of the zonally averaged zonal wind is small.

During the next three days, as the wave decays, the strength of the

45 degree jet increases quickly (the maximum wind reaches over 45

mis); in addition, strong surface easterlies develop. Comparision

with the initial jet structure shows that the final jet is centered

near 50 degrees, approximately 5 degrees poleward of the initial

jet, and has a more barotropic structure.

In the simulations without surface drag and thermal damping the

flow evolves toward a wave-free state. This wave-free state occurs

not only because of a reduction in the baroclinicity, but also as a

result of the development of strong horizontal shears in the

barotropic part of the mean wind field which largely suppress

baroclinic growth, i.e, the "barotropic governor" process (James &
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Gray, 1986; James, 1987). Energy conversion from zonal mean

available potential energy AZ to eddy kinetic energy KE results in

momentum fluxes which increase the barotropic (surface) part of

the zonal mean kinetic energy KZ. As barotropic shears build up in

the zonal mean flow, the baroclinic conversions are inhibited

(James, 1987).

Stone (1978) assumed that baroclinic adjustment is the key

aspect of the mean flow adjustment process. However, James and

Gray (1986) showed that the "barotropic governor" process can play

a very important role in the stabilization of the mean flow.

Recently, Gutowski et al. (1989) found that changes in static

stability and reductions of vertical shear greatly reduced the

instability of the mean flow, and argued that the "barotropic

governor" did not play a primary role in the mean flow adjustment

process. The results of Barnes and Young (1991) differ, however,

from those of Gutowski et al, showing that the barotropic governor

is responsible for much of the mean flow stabilization. Which

processes dominate in the mean flow adjustment?

4.1 Linear Stability of Mean Flows

In order to examine the mean flow adjustment, we performed a

series of linear instability calculations for mean flows from the

nonlinear runs.

The linear calculations showed that both the "barotropic governor"
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and the reduction in the vertical shear play important roles in the

stabilization of the mean flow.

Table 1 shows linear growth rates for several different mean

states (the initial state, the actual state with barotropic

component, the actual state with barotropic component removed, and

the initial state with barotropic component added) from experiments

Table 1: The growth rates (per day) for the dififerent mean states. The first
and second columns are rate coefficients of drag and damping for the different
experiments; Columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the linear growth rates for the initial
state, the actual state with barotropic component, the actual state with barotropic
component removed, and the initial state with barotropic component added.

aR aN [ulE [u] [uJ-[u] [uJE[u]

0 0 0.52 Small* 0.34 0.18

1.0/day 1/(loday) 0.32 Negative 0.22 0.26

1.0/day 1/(l5day) 0.34 Small* 0.22

1.0/day 1/(4day) 0.22 Small*

* Small means nearly zero.

without and with thermal damping and surface drag. In the first

case, the actual state is that at day 10. In the second case, it is that

at day 100. It can be seen that with the barotropic component the

linear instability is essentially eliminated (the growth rate is

nearly zero or negative) in all cases. However, the growth rates are

substantially increased with the barotropic component removed

(though smaller than those of the initial basic state). The

"barotropic governor" process clearly is an important factor in the

stabilization of the mean flow.
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But the linear stability of the initial mean state with a strong

barotropic component added is complicated for the different cases.

Without thermal damping and drag the linear calculation shows that

this flow is weakly unstable (with a growth rate of about 0.18). In

contrast, the growth rate is relatively large with thermal damping

and surface drag. The implications of these results for the role of

the barotropic govenor are not entirely clear, but they indicate that

baroclinic changes are certainly very important. The barotropic

changes do not suffice to stabilize the flow.

4.2 Comparision With Adjustment Theory

Gutowski et at. (1989) found that changes in the static stability

and vertical shear greatly reduced the instability of the mean flow.

Figure 19 shows profiles of the zonal velocity at 50 degrees from

the experiment without thermal damping and surface drag. It can be

seen that by day 5 (the maximum in eddy energy) the vertical shear

and meridional temperature gradient in the lower troposphere have

been greatly reduced. The zonal flow with thermal damping and

surface drag is shown in Figure 20. It can be seen that the reduction

is smaller than in the experiment without thermal damping and drag.

At day 13, the shear in the lower tropospere is increased at the

start of the second life cycle.

Adjustment theory, as proposed by Lindzen & Farrell, (1980),

supposes that baroclinic waves modify the flow from the surface to

some height ZA (the adjustment depth), such that S(0) = 0 and Q, = 0
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throughout the adjusted region. This is a condition of neutral

baroclinic stability as determined by Charney and Stern (1962) for

quasi-geostrophic flow. The meridional gradient of zonal mean

potential vorticity, Q,,, is:

and,

fap0S a2[uJ
- (4.1)

p0az

S= S(z)=_!_.1
N2 z

(4.2)

We can obtain adjustment depths without and with the meridional

curvature term (the third term) in

where,

Ii fSo(zA)/13H'l
ZA=Hln 1 fSA(0)/H

1 f SQ(zA)/3H +fg(y, ZA)/1H}
ZA=Hln 1 fSA(0)/H

eZ - z/Hg(y,z) I e dz
f Jo ay2

(4.3)

S0(z) is the initial profile of S, and SA(z) represents the adjusted
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profile of S.

Without the meridionai curvature term the theory predicts an

adjustment depth of 11.4 km (with SACO) = 0), in good agreement

with the actual adjustment depth of 9.5 km (calculated using the

actual value of SA(0)). However, the adjustment depth is much

shallower with the meridional curvature term (5.8 km for theory and

4.6 km for the actual SA(0)). This indicates that the meridional

curvature term may play a major role in determining the adjustment

depth.

Figures 21a-d show the quasi-geostropic potential vorticity

gradient Q for the strong diffusion simulation without surface drag

and thermal damping. The initial state has positive values at all

levels of the troposphere with maximum values in the upper

troposphere. At 50 degrees latitude (see Figure 22) the wave reduced

Q to nearly zero (at the time of maximum in eddy energy) in the

lower troposphere in a manner similar to that predicted by

adjustment theory, taking into account the effect of the strong

meridional curvature as discussed above. The depth of the region

where Q,, = 0 is in good agreement with the actual adjustment depth

(4.6 km) calculated above. Guotowski et al. (1989) found that at the

latitudes of largest wave amplitude the change in Q, in the lower

troposphere was not anticipated by adjustment theory during the

last day of wave growth. The reasons for the different behavior

found here are not clear, but the meridional curvature term is

ignored by Gutowski et al. and the basic state differs greatly from

ours.

There is a negative Q, region around 45 degrees, and two
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strongly positive regions in the lower troposphere are located near

35 and 60 degrees. Q is reduced to near zero values between 40 and

50 degrees, but increased to the north and the south.

has a more complicated pattern (Figure 23a) when the

barotropic component of the flow is removed. There is a larger

negative region around 50 degrees, and the location of the two

positive regions is moved poleward. It can be seen in Figure 23b

that Q changes sign in the lower troposphere at 50-55 degrees. This

aspect of the Q,, profile might be relevant to the instability of this

modified flow.

The profiles of with surface drag and thermal damping (time

scales of 1 and 4 days) are shown in Figure 24. At the time of

maximum eddy energy (day 9) Q,, has a small region of negative value

around 50 degrees near the surface. Figure 25 shows that during the

time of barotropic decay (day 12), Q,, < 0 near the surface and Q, > 0

above. When the wave starts the secondary life cycle, Q,, becomes

positive everywhere in the troposphere again (Figure 24d).



5. Discussion and Summary

The effects of thermal damping and surface drag on the

equilibrium behavior of baroclinic waves has been examined with a

global wave-mean flow model. The focus is on the nonlinear

evolution of baroclinic waves beyond an initial life cycle, the role of

physical processes of surface drag and thermal damping in this

evolution, and the mean flow adjustment by the baroclinic waves.

In the absence of surface drag and thermal damping the evolution

with strong diffusion exhibits only a single life cycle characterized

by baroclinic growth and barotropic decay (as in Simmons and

Hoskins, 1978; Barnes and Young, 1991). However, the evolution for

experiments performed with weaker diffusion shows that the wave

undergoes secondary life cycles before a nearly wave-free state is

reached. Thus, the nonlinear evolution of baroclinic waves is quite

sensitive to the internal diffusion, in the absence of drag and

damping.

Multiple well-defined life cycles are obtained in the presence of

physical processes of surface drag and thermal damping. The

simulations confirm that surface drag is crucial to the multiple life

cycle behavior as the drag is reduced the wave activity decreases.

The eddy activity is found to be quite strong for very strong thermal

damping, if the surface drag is strong.

The experiments have shown that similar life cycles are obtained

in the model with potential vorticity damping. Steady wave states in

which the wave amplitude equilibrates at an essentially constant

level have only been obtained with very strong potential vorticity
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damping.

The linear calculations clearly show that the "barotropic

governor" process (James and Grey, 1986) plays a key role in the

stabilization of the mean flow, even with strong surface drag. The

linear instability of the mean flows with a barotropic component is

largely suppressed, whereas the growth rate with the barotropic

component removed is nearly as large as that of the initial flow. A

mean flow consisting of a barotropic component added to the initial

45 degree jet is relatively weakly unstable without drag and

damping, but is strongly unstable for experiments with surface drag

and thermal damping. This suggests that the baroclinic adjustment

process is very important also, especially with drag and damping.

Gutowski et al. (1989) proposed that the "barotropic governor"

was not playing a primary role in the mean flow adjustment process,

and argued that the increase in static stability and the vertical

shear reductions largely reduced the instablity of the mean flow. Our

simulations show that the vertical shear and meridional

temperature gradient in the lower troposphere are certainly greatly

reduced by the time of maximum eddy energy, and this reduction is

smaller with surface drag and thermal damping (as found by

Gutowski et al.). It has been found that the potential vorticity

gradient is adjusted to near zero values in the lower troposphere.

The depth of the adjustment agrees well with theory if the

meridional wind curvature is taken into account. Thus, the

barotropic component of the flow appears to strongly influnce the

baroclinic adjustment.



In simulations here with and without surface drag and thermal

damping, both the "barotropic governor" process and the baroclinic

adjustment process act strongly to determine the

stability/instability of the flow. The "barotropic governor" process

dominates the mean flow adjustment for experiments without

surface drag and thermal damping. However, the relationship and the

relative importance of the barotropic governor and baroclinic

adjustment is not very clear. This needs to be investigated further.
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